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Colquhoun complained that * numerous families of labourers lodge
with their wives and children in common alehouses in the metropolis
and probably in most of the large cities and towns in different parts of
the kingdom'.91 Rooms were taken in alehouses as in tenement houses
and at similar rents, chiefly one would gather by men in the building
and other trades who had to move from place to place. We hear of the
keeper of a public-house in Parker Street, Drury Lane, who had a garret
where anyone could have a night's lodging, and presumably there were
many similar places, verging on the common lodging-house.92 There
were numerous hangers-on of doubtful character at the inns which
were the headquarters of coaches, wagons and carriers and some of
them appear to have slept in the galleries of inn yards. One of these men
charged with highway robbery in 1785 had 'lodged in the gallery of the
White Bear for six years... there is all manner of people lays there*.93
The impression given by accounts of housing conditions in London
is of a floating population living largely as weekly tenants in furnished '
rooms. This is in keeping with the general uncertainty of life and trade
characteristic of the period and with the perpetual flow and ebb to and
from the metropolis. There were, Colquhoun estimates, at the end of
the century,
.. . above twenty thousand miserable individuals of various classes, who
rise up every morning without knowing how ... they are to be supported
during the passing day, or where in many instances they are to lodge on the
succeeding night.94
Some of these were doubtless the frequenters of common lodging-
houses, alehouse garrets and night cellars; others those who slept in
the streets, in brickfields, in markets or in half-built houses. Empty
and ruinous houses, bulks and glass houses, the resort of the homeless
in the time of Savage, seem to have been no longer generally available;
Improvement Acts and hoardings had cut off many shelters for the
night
The permanent element among the inhabitants of London was
represented by the 'housekeeper', wKbse superior status as compared
with the fluctuating mass of lodgers seems to have depended partly on
his comparative rarity, partly on tradition -he was supposed to be the
man who paid scot and bore lot, while this presentments of annoyance

